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1 Introduction

Evolutionary trees are widely used to help biologists understanding the

evolutionary process of a group of organisms or species. However, there are

evolutionary scenarios that involve reticulation events such as hybridization,

horizontal gene transfer, recombination, etc. where a phylogenetic tree cannot

model the evolutionary process correctly. Thus phylogenetic networks, which are

more general phylogenies, are more useful to represent this situation. In fact,

biologists have been interested in using evolutionary networks to represent the

evolution process since at least the 1970s [Sne75].

However, algorithms for constructing phylogenetic networks are so far immature to

be considered helpful in many practical situations [Mor11]. Widely used

phylogenetic network methods include median network [BFSR95, BMR00],

median-joining network [BFR99] and neighbor-net [BM04]. In the terminology

of [Mor11], all of the above are considered to be data display networks, rather than

explicit (or evolutionary) networks. This indicates that reticulations appearing in

them may also represent con�icting signals in the data or insu�cient evidence to

select a single tree. This tends to make the networks as well as their interpretation

somewhat complicated.

On the other hand likelihood-based methods are considered more powerful and

e�ective since they o�er a wide range statistical inferences with con�dence

intervals [DEKM98, WLG01]. Since Felsenstein [Fel81] �rst suggested the

maximum likelihood approach to infer phylogenetic trees in 1981, likelihood-based

phylogenetic trees have been shown to give better performance than alternative

methods in general, see e.g. [HH93, Hue95, RK01, ZH02].

The �rst framework for likelihood-based evolutionary networks was proposed by

Haeseler and Churchill [HC93]. Based on this work, Strimmer and Moulton [SM00]

suggested directed graphical models to be used to represent phylogenetic networks.

However the fact that phylogenetic networks are latent variable models raises a

challenge for the inference. The solution by Strimmer and Moulton is to use a

Monte Carlo sampling technique to evaluate the likelihood of a network. However

Strimmer and Moulton do not provide a method to search for an optimal network,
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but assume the structure and parameters are given. Later work such as [JNST06],

[PN12] suggest methods to optimize the parameters and the network structure,

but they still restrict the search space of the network topology by a backbone

phylogenetic tree because of the computational cost.

We adapt the approach of Strimmer and Moulton that represents phylogenetic

networks by Bayesian networks [Pea88]. Our contribution is to propose a method

to handle the computational challenge when handling phylogenetic networks. Our

method is called PhyloDAG1 where the outer loop is stochastic structural

expectation maximization (SSEM). SSEM is an EM like algorithm that iteratively

does an E step followed by an M step. The algorithm samples values for latent

variables in the E step. In the M step, the model structure is treated as another

parameter to be optimized from the pseudo complete data. Since the technique

provides an order of magnitude speed-up compared to state of the art methods, it

allows us to expand the search space, so the network structure is less restricted

than in prior work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie�y provides basic concepts

and de�nitions. Prior work is reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our

method. Numerical and real data experiments are delivered in Section 5. And

�nally, a summary is given and future work is discussed in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Phylogenetic trees vs phylogenetic networks

A phylogeny is a graph that represents evolutionary relationships among a group

of taxa (or species). This thesis discusses a method that infers phylogenetic

networks, but we �rst start with a de�nition of phylogenetic trees, because a

phylogenetic tree is a special case of a phylogenetic network. A phylogenetic tree

can be rooted or unrooted, but we focus on rooted trees for the sake of simplicity.

De�nition 1 (Phylogenetic tree) [HRS10]: Given a set of taxa X , a rooted

1The prototype program can be downloaded from https://phylomemetic.wordpress.com/

2015/04/17/phylodag/
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phylogenetic tree consists of a rooted tree T = (V,E, r) and a taxon labeling

λ : X ⇒ V that bijectively assigns one taxon to every terminal node and none to

any internal node. All nodes except the root r, must have degree not equal to two.

The de�nition is based on the assumption in coalescence theory that assumes all

taxa we observe nowadays have a common ancestor r at the root of the tree. The

common ancestor evolves along the tree to produce the taxa in the terminal nodes.

In many groups of taxa such as bacteria, viruses, plants or some �sh and frog,

reticulate evolutionary events may occur. Reticulations such as horizontal gene

transfer, hybridization, and recombination appear when two or more independent

lineages biologically interact. The restriction of trees where a node only has a

parent is not able to represent reticulations, and thus a phylogenetic network

might be more suitable in this case. There are many ways to de�ne a phylogenetic

network, but we use the following de�nition which is based on phylogenetic trees.

De�nition 2 (Phylogenetic network): Given a set of taxa X , a phylogenetic

network G = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph, together with a taxon labeling

λ : X 7→ V that bijectively assigns one taxon to every terminal node. Each vertex

in G belongs to one of the three mutually exclusive categories

• Root: in-degree = 0 and out-degree = 2

• Internal node: out-degree = 2

• Terminal node: out-degree = 0

Moreover an internal or terminal node is called reticulated if its in-degree is two,

or regular tree node, if its in-degree is one. We coin its name PhyloDAG, which is

abbreviated from Phylogentic Directed Acyclic Graph.

A phylogenetic network is a more general structure than a tree, and it can

represent more complicated evolutionary scenarios. For example, the phylogenetic

tree in Fig. 1 illustrates an evolutionary process where a theoretical common

ancestor labeled as 1 at the top of the tree structure evolves into C and an

unknown species 2 which is a sibling of C. Unknown species 2 then evolves into A

and B. On the other hand, in Fig. 2, the phylogenetic network could represent a
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more complicated evolutionary process. First a theoretical common ancestor 1

evolves into two unknown species 2 and 3. Species 2 then continues to evolve into

A, while species 3 evolves into C. Moreover, 2 and 3 recombine together to make a

new hybrid taxon called B.

1

2 C

A B

Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree

1

2 3

A B C

Figure 2: Phylogenetic network

2.2 DNA substitution models

An taxon is represented by its DNA sequence containing nucleotides which take

values in the DNA alphabet X = {A,C,G, T}. One could model the distance

between two aligned sequences simply by the number of di�erent nucleotides between

them. However this method often underestimates the substitution rate. For instance

the number of di�erences does not consider the case where a nucleotide evolves for

example from A to C and gets back to A as a change, since we can not see the

di�erence at this particular position. A continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) can

be used to model this process in a way that accounts for such reversed mutations.

2.2.1 Continuous time Markov chains

Let Xt be the state at time t. Similar to discrete time Markov chains, a CTMC also

has the memoryless property

Pr(Xt|Xt−1, ..., X0) = Pr(Xt|Xt−1)
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We also assume that the CTMC is time-homogeneous, i.e.,

Pr(Xt|Xt−s) = Pr(Xs|X0),

for any t and s such that t ≥ s ≥ 0. De�ne a |X | × |X | transition matrix P (t)

containing entries pji(t) = P (Xt = i|X0 = j), where |X | is the state space size. We

assume that the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation holds:

pji(t+ s) =
∑
k∈X

pjk(s)pki(t)

Because the transition probability is a function of elapsed time, we need rates of

transitions. De�ne qji as the rate (probability per unit of time) of change from state

j to i. For a very small amount of time ∆t, and any pair j 6= i, we havepji(∆t) = qji∆t

pjj(∆t) = 1−
∑

i qji∆t
(1)

We also de�ne the rate matrix or generator matrix Q of qji: elements qjj in the

diagonal satisfy qjj = −
∑

i 6=i qji. Consider the �rst derivative of transition matrix

P (t),

∂P (t)

∂t
= lim

∆t→0

P (t+ ∆t)− P (t)

∆t

= lim
∆t→0

P (t)[P (∆t)− I]

∆t

= lim
∆t→0

[P (∆t)− P (0)]

∆t
P (t)

= P
′
(0)P (t) = QP (t)

The second equality is obtained by applying Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. It is

obvious that P (0) = I, the identity matrix containing 1s in its diagonal and 0s

elsewhere, because at time t = 0, there is no change. And �nally by plugging in

Eq. (1), we get the last equality. Solving P
′
(t) = QP (t) yields

P (t) = exp(tQ) =
∞∑
k=1

1

k!
(tQ)k

2.2.2 The Jukes�Cantor model

Let's consider the widely used Jukes�Cantor model [JC69], which is also the

simplest one. The model assumes that all substitutions between nucleotides are
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equally likely, so that we have the generator matrix Q

Q =



A C G T

A −λ λ/3 λ/3 λ/3

C λ/3 −λ λ/3 λ/3

G λ/3 λ/3 −λ λ/3

T λ/3 λ/3 λ/3 −λ


The parameter λ is the overall substitution rate, which can also be thought of as

the rate parameter in an exponential distribution. The interpretation of λ is the

number of change in a unit of time. The Jukes-Cantor model also assumes a uniform

stationary distribution π over nucleotides {A,C,G, T}. That means πQ = 0, or

π(i) = limt→∞ pji(t), for any j. Hence the probability that node Xi evolves from its

parent Pai in a duration of time ti is

Pr(Xi|Pai, ti) =

[
1

4
+

3

4
exp(−τi)

]ui [1

4
− 1

4
exp(−τi)

]1−ui
, (2)

where ui is an indicator variable which takes value 1 if Xi = Pai, and 0 otherwise.

The time point is often not well de�ned by DNA substitution models. In other

words we do not know whether a unit of the time t is equivalent to, say one or two

million years. Thus the product τ = tλ called branch length is used instead as the

only parameter.

Figure 3: A simple evolution process under the Jukes-Cantor model. A random

sequence at the root evolves along the tree. Edges are labeled by their duration.

Evolved sites are colored in red. Child nodes that associate to longer edges tend to

be more di�erent from their parents.
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Our method aims to also solve problems in stemmatology, so the DNA model is

generalized to size k state space instead of the standard state space of

{A,G, T, C}. We currently employ only the Jukes-Cantor model and its

generalization to k symbols, but other more complicated models of DNA

substitution can be used as well.

3 Related work

3.1 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees

Up to now, it is clear that a DNA substitution model together with a (rooted)

phylogenetic structure makes a probabilistic generative model of the sequence data

that can be represented as a Bayesian network [Pea88]. However it is worthwhile

to clarify that despite the fact that a rooted and directed structure is a more

appropriate model of the evolution than an undirected model, a tree-like Bayesian

network does not have any v-structures, where a node has more than one parent.

Thus putting the root in any node creates a new structure which is Markov

equivalent to the undirected tree. In other words, inference based on observed

sequence data alone could not specify the root in this case.

The �rst likelihood-based framework to infer phylogenetic trees was proposed by

Felsenstein [Fel81]. The generative model describes the following evolutionary

scenario. The nucleotides of the root Xr are sampled i.i.d from the stationary

distribution π. This common ancestral sequence evolves along the tree edges until

we have sequences in the terminal nodes.

Bayesian networks are graphs whose nodes are variables and edges indicate direct

probabilistic relations. If in a graph, there is an edge from vertex X to Y , we say

that X is a parent of Y . A Bayesian network presents the joint distribution of its

variables compactly by taking into account the conditional independencies among

them. Assuming that the model is fully observed, the joint probability of a single

observation of variables {X1, ..., Xp} can be simpli�ed as

Pr(X1 = x1, ..., Xp = xp) = π(xr)
∏
i 6=r

Pr(xi | pa i), (3)

where Pai indicates the parents of Xi. Now let's consider the simple phylogenetic
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tree T in Fig. 1 whose root is node 1. Suppose that each aligned site involves

homogeneously and independently (i.i.d assumption), so that the log-likelihood of

the whole aligned sequences is the sum of log-likelihood of separate sites sj

logPr(S|T ) =
N∑
j=1

logPr(sj|T ),

where N is the number of sites that a sequence has. Assume that the data is

complete, we have the sequences of all the nodes. Using the factorization rule of

Bayesian networks, we can obtain the probability of site sj of the tree in Fig. 1 by

Pr(sj|T ) = πx1px1x2(τ2)px1xC (τC)px2xB(τA)px2xB(τB),

where τi denotes branch length between node i and its parent, and pxy(τ) is the

probability that nucleotide with value x will take value y after a time duration

proportional to τ .

However, in phylogenies, internal nodes (nodes 1 and 2 in this case) present

hypothetical ancestral taxa whose biological sequences are unavailable. Thus they

are considered latent variables in the model. We only have the observation o which

consists of sequences of A,B and C. The likelihood of the observation in site j,

Pr(oj|T ) can be explicitly obtained by summing over all con�gurations of hidden

nodes:

Pr(oj|T ) = Pr(A = xA, B = xB, C = xC |T ) =
∑

(x1,x2)∈{A,C,G,T}2
Pr(sj|T )

In this example, we have 42 = 16 assigned values for the two latent nodes. In

general, in a rooted phylogenetic tree with n leaves, there are n− 1 internal nodes,

so we need to sum over 4n−1 con�gurations, which is a huge amount when n grows.

This approach does not take into account the conditional independence between

nodes which is represented as the graph structure. The independence could help

speed up the inference signi�cantly.

In tree topologies, Felsenstein proposed a technique called tree-prunning algorithm

to calculate the summation e�ciently. His method is also known as variable

elimination in probabilistic graphical models community. The idea behind it is

dynamic programming. Starting from the tip nodes of the tree, a recursive

procedure sums over hidden variables and passes intermediate results as messages

toward the root to avoid overlapped computations. Also with the same top-down

manner, Felsenstein used EM algorithm [DLR77] to estimate the branch lengths.
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3.2 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic networks

Haeseler and Churchill [HC93] were the �rst ones to generalize the maximum

likelihood framework by Felsenstein on phylogenetic networks. Based on their

work, Strimmer and Moulton [SM00] proposed a more detailed framework

including the method to obtain the obsevation likelihood. Similarly, a phylogenetic

network can be seen as a Bayesian network. The model was �rst applied on

split-networks (data display), but it can be easily applied to explicit evolutionary

network [SWM01].

Any node can be classi�ed in one of three categories based on its set of parents. If

it has no parents (root nodes) or with a single parent, they are regular tree nodes,

thus we use the same conditional probabilities in tree for then. If a node has two

parents, in reality in some loci in the sequence, it inherits from a parent and in

other locations, it inherits from the other one. However in practice we do not know

precisely at a given position whether a hybrid node inherits from the �rst parent

or from the second parent. A common approach is to consider a mixture model

[SWM01]. We adopt a mixture model as follows.

For each hybrid taxon X with parents Y1 and Y2, we introduce an indicator

variable Z which either takes value 1 or 2. At site j, if Z = 1, X inherits from the

�rst parent Y1, otherwise X inherits from Y2. The value of Z is governed by

�ipping a biased coin where Pr(Z = 1) = w1 and Pr(Z = 2) = w2, where

w1 + w2 = 1. In this context, the mixture weight w can be interpreted as an

inheritance rate or the in�uence of each parent. The generative model of species X

is visually represented by a Bayesian network in Fig. 4. Arrows in the graph show

direct probabilistic relations between nodes. The plate (box) bounding node Z, X,

Y indicates that they are repeated and can have di�erent value in each site (of

total N sites) given the parameters τ and w and structure, but parameters outside

of the plate take the same values in each site. Thus we interpret from this model

that the value of hybrid species X is determined by Z (indicating which is the

direct ancestral taxon of X), Y (the nucleotide that the ancestors take) and τ1 and

τ2 (their edge lengths). Moreover, the indicator variable Z is determined by the

inheritance rate w.

Based on the Bayesian network, we factorize the likelihood of X when it inherits
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Figure 4: Generative model of taxon X

from Y1,

Pr(X = x, Z = 1|Y = y, τ, w) = Pr(X = x|Y1 = y1, τ1)Pr(Z = 1|w)

= py1x(τ1)w1,

where τ1 is the length of edge (Y1, X). Similarly we have,

Pr(X = x, Z = 2|Y = y, τ, w) = py2x(τ2)(1− w1),

In fact because Z is unknown, we need to sum over Z, and thus the likelihood of X

becomes

Pr(x|y1, y2) = w1py1x(τ1) + w2py2x(τ2), (4)

One might �nd this likelihood function less intuitive. If at site j, X inherits from

either Y1 or Y2, why does the likelihood involve both parents? Even though we do

not know the value of Z, we could infer the posterior Pr(Z|x, y, θ). However it is

quite risky to decide that for example Y1 rather than Y2 should be the parent of X

at site j, just because the posterior is, say

Pr(Z = 1|x, y, θ) = 0.51 > Pr(Z = 2|x, y, θ) = 0.49. Using the weight w and

marginalizing out Z is the way to handle the uncertainty about the relevant parent

at a given site.

Under the mixture model, Strimmer and Moulton suggest to use an uniform prior,

w1 = w2 = 1/2, because they apply the likelihood framework on distance based
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phylogenetic networks (split networks). In split networks, all paths from the

common ancestor of the two parents to the hybrid child node have the same

length, so none of them is preferred over the others. Related to the mixture model

by Strimmer and Moulton, Jin et al. [JNST06] and Park and Nakhleh [PN12]

consider the likelihood under a phylogenetic network as the weighted sum of

likelihoods by all possible sub-trees of the given network. The weight of a sub-tree,

which is the product of inheritance rate of hybrid edges in that tree is estimated

using heuristic approaches. Jin et al. infer the weight from the distance between

sequences, while Park and Nakhleh consider all possible discrete values on a grid

spanning a �xed interval with 0.05 unit steps.

Another limitation in the prior work is is the computational cost. In a generic

network structure with loops, the technique used by Felsenstein no longer works

properly. Thus Strimmer and Moulton estimate the network likelihood by

summing over most likely con�gurations for hidden variables that appear in Gibbs

sampling. This method requires many sampling iterations for an accurate

approximation and large memory to store con�gurations that already appeared.

Also in their framework, there is no method to search for an optimal network in

term of likelihood, the structure and branch lengths are instead given. In the two

later work [JNST06, PN12], considering a network as a set of trees allows

Felsenstein's tree pruning algorithm to evaluate the network likelihood e�ciently,

but they have to consider all 2r possible sub-trees, where r is the number of

reticulations in a network. However Jin et al., Park and Nakhleh have to restrict

the topology search space by a phylogentic tree back bone, due to the

computational cost rising from the fact that they directly search for a partly

observed model.

There are other more sophisticated ways to relax the site independence assumption

of mixture model. Husmeier and Wright [HW01] and Webb et al. [WHH09], for

example combine phylogenetic trees with hidden Markov models (HMM). In this

approach, each site is assumed to be generated from an unknown phylogenetic tree

which is a hidden state in a HMM. Transitions between the states of the HMM

constitute breakpoints from one phylogenetic structure to another, which is also

equivalent to the case when Z changes it value in the mixture model. Di�erent

from the mixture model, a site is dependent on the previous site under this model.

This approach is likely to be more realistic under recombination scenarios, but it is
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very computationally expensive, since it introduces complex dependencies between

the sites. In this model, the underlying phylogenies of the sequential data can be

estimated as the Viterbi path of the HMM. However, the fact that the state space

of the HMM grows exponentially in the number n of taxa, as there are (2n − 3)!!

possible rooted binary trees2 with n leaves [Fel78] makes it very di�cult to

estimate HMM parameters and run the Viterbi algorithm in practice.

Apart from horizontal gene transfer and other processes discussed above, deep

coalescence arising from incomplete lineage sorting is another source of

incompatibility of gene trees for individual sites or genes of a given same set of

taxa, see e.g., [Mor11]. Since deep coalescence tends to occur even when the

organisms' evolution is completely tree-like, it is usually not considered to be a

type of reticulation. The models used to handle deep coalescence are also

somewhat distinct from those used to handle reticulation. Recently, there have

been several attempts to incorporate reticulation into models for deep

coalescence [MK09], [YDLN14].

4 Proposed method

Recall that probabilistic phylogenetic networks are latent variable models. Let O, L,

θ be respectively the observed variables, latent variables and the parameters in model

G. Lowercase letters such as o and l denote the values of the corresponding variables

in uppercase. Let's consider a smaller problem �rst. Given a phylogenetic network

structure without branch lengths and inheritance weights (parameters), estimate

parameters such that the network assigns the observation the highest likelihood.

As mentioned earlier, Felsenstein suggests to use Expectation-Maximization (EM)

algorithm [DLR77] to estimate the parameters. We will brie�y explain the classic

EM algorithm �rst, then move to our method which is also an EM-based algorithm.

4.1 Expectation-Maximization algorithm

Finding directly θ to maximize the observation likelihood

Pr(o|θ,G) =
∑

L Pr(o, L|θ,G) is often infeasible, since it requires that L be

marginalized out from the whole sequential data. EM algorithm [DLR77] instead

2The notation !! is called double factorial. n!! = n · (n− 2) · (n− 4) . . . 1
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estimates θ such that expected log-likelihood of complete data EL|o,θ[logPr(o, L|θ)]
is maximized. To do so, the algorithm �rst initializes value θ(1), then it iteratively

does an Expectation step followed by Maximization step (that is why it is called

EM). Because the algorithm involves iterating, the superscript, for example (t)

denotes the iteration index.

• Expectation: We de�ne the expected log-likelihood of complete data with

respect to L given O and θ.

Q(θ|θ(t)) = EL|o,θ(t) [logPr(o, L|θ)], (5)

where θ(t) as the current value of the parameter, and θ is the variable to be

adjusted during the optimization. The idea is to �x the parameter with value

θ(t) in this step to compute the expectation.

• Maximization: In this step, we �x L and �nd θ that maximizes the

expectation obtained before

θ(t+1) = arg max
θ
Q(θ|θ(t))

It is shown that by repeating these steps, the true objective function, i.e. the

observation likelihood monotonically increases. The algorithm stops when the Q

function converges.

4.2 Structural Expectation-Maximization algorithm

Now we consider a bigger problem: given the data, learn the maximum likelihood

phylogenetic network structure. In this case, we have to infer a model where some

of its variables are completely unobserved. In a straight-forward approach to this

problem, one can put the small problem inside the big problem. In other words,

the EM should be inside the structure search. This is what, for example Jin et al.

[JNST06], Park and Nakhleh [PN12] and Yu et al. [YDLN14] do. They use

(mainly) EM to estimate the parameters in a given structure belonging to the

structure search space and then evaluate it (it is worthwhile to notice that exact

evaluation of a phylogenetic network is NP hard). The same procedure is applied

again on a new candidate model. At the end, the optimal model is the one that

has the highest observation likelihood. Because it takes a lot of time to estimate
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parameters in each phylogenetic network and evaluate them on incomplete data,

these related methods have to limit the topology search space by only evaluating

�good� candidates. That means they evaluate the simplest backbone network or

tree �rst, and then evaluate its nesting models formed by adding reticulation edges

for instance. These works all assume that the initial and nested models are already

optimal, so that a more complex model can be built from them. The assumption,

however is unlikely to be true in practice.

An alternative approach is to put the structure search inside the EM. In other

words, we consider the model structure as another parameter which should be also

optimized in the M step in each iteration of the EM algorithm. This approach is

known as structural EM [Fri98]. Recall that in the E step, EM infers hidden

variables from the observation, current structure and parameter, so in the M step

we already have inferred the distribution of the missing data. If the structure

search is done in the M step, then it is much easier and more e�cient, because we

are searching for a fully observed structure rather than a partly observed structure

like in the former approach. Friedman also shows that by improving the model on

the expected log-likelihood function Q, we also improve it on the observation.

Our proposed method is based on structural EM. In fact structural EM is not

new to phylogenetics. Before tree rearrangement algorithms (NNI, SPR, TBR)

were invented and applied widely as a quick way to traverse in the tree space,

Friedman et al. [FNPP02] had proposed to use structural EM to speed up maximum

likelihood phylogenetic tree inference. Di�erent from tree rearrangement methods

which can only be applied to phylogenetic tree search, structural EM can be used

to �nd generic graphical probabilistic models including phylogenetic networks. In

this thesis we generalize their work on mixture model based phylogenetic networks.

Moreover computing the expectation in the E step is still infeasible, so they make

a drastic assumption on conditional independence between hidden variable. We

propose a less biased estimation by sampling value for hidden variables instead of

approximating the expectations in the E step. As an EM like algorithm, our method,

called stochastic structural EM, also repetitively does a stochastic E step followed

by a structural M step.
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4.3 Stochastic E step

Under mixture phylogenetic networks, let us denote θ = {w, τ}. Under the i.i.d

assumption, the log-likelihood of the length N complete sequential data in Eq. (5)

is a sum of N terms. Consider is the log-likelihood of hybrid taxon Xi given its

parents Pai:

logPr(Xp|Pai, θi) =
N∑
j=1

logPr(Xj
i = x|Paji = pa, θi), (6)

where superscript j is the site index. We group the sum based on the con�gurations

of a node and its parents:

logPr(o, l|G, θ) =
∑

i=1,...,p
x∈{A,C,G,T}

pa∈{A,C,G,T}qi

Nixpa logPr(x|pa, θ), (7)

where qi denotes the number of parents for variable Xi, and the count Nixpa

indicates the number of sites where Xi takes value x and its parents take values

pa. The counts Nixpa are called the su�cient statistics since given the model

parameters they uniquely determine the likelihood. For each combination of values

x, pa, the conditional probability Pr(Xi | Pai, θi) can be considered as a constant,

and the log-likelihood is a linear function of the su�cient statistics. Hence

computing the expected log-likelihood only requires the computation of the

expectation of the su�cient statistics, which can be done by summing over all the

independent sites.

It is, however quite expensive to derive these expectations, as we need all possible

3-way3 expected su�cient statistics, E[Nxpa ] =
∑N

j=1 Pr(x, pa|oj, θ(t), G(t)) to search

for a new structure in the M step. Thus Friedman et al. suggest an approximation

of the form for hidden nodes (for simplicity the site index j and the variable index

i are dropped):

Pr(x, pa|o, θ) ≈ Pr(x|o, θ)Pr(pa|o, θ), (8)

i.e., treating each node and its (potential) parent as conditionally independent

given the data. Recall that the distribution P (L|o, θ(t), G(t)) is needed to obtain

the expectation in Eq. (5). The approximation used by Friedman et al. leads to

3The count should have the con�guration of a node and its two potential parents.
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the following approximation of the posterior of latent variables:

Pr(L|o, θ(t), G(t)) ≈
|L|∏
i=1

Pr(Li|o, θ(t), G(t)), (9)

where |L| is the number of internal nodes in a phylogentic network. Instead of

making the above drastic conditional independence assumption we propose to

sample hidden variables from the exact posterior distribution P (L|o, θ). First, let

us factorize Pr(L|o, θ) using the chain rule:

Pr(L|o, θ(t), G(t)) =

|L|∏
i=1

Pr(Li|L1:i−1, o, θ
(t), G(t)), (10)

where L1:i−1 denote all ancestral nodes from L1 to Li−1. We will sample value li for

each hidden variable li from the conditional distribution in the RHS of Eq. (10)

and update it as an observed variable. The pseudo code of the algorithm is

described below.

Algorithm 1 Sampling latent variables from their joint conditional distribution

approximated by loopy belief propagation (LBP).

Input: o: vector of observed data (at site j)

Output: l: vector of sampled data for taxon latent variables (at site j)

for i ∈ {1, ..., |L|} do
Perform LBP to approximate Pr(Li|l1, . . . , li−1, o, θ

(t), G(t))

Draw value li from the obtained distribution.

end for

return l1, . . . , l|L|

Here we marginalize out the indicator variable Z completely from the model. In

fact allowing Z makes it a bit easier to estimate parameters (branch lengths and

mixture coe�cients), especially when model is complicated. In this work, a hybrid

node has only two parents (limiting the number of parents is not only because it

simpli�es the computation but also because it is unlikely to have a reticulation

involving more than two ancestral species at the same time). Hence the likelihood

at a hybrid node is simple enough to optimized directly using a general-purpose

optimization algorithm such as gradient ascent, Newton's method, L-BFGS-B

algorithm, Brent's method, etc. We also present a simpler way estimate

parameters with the indicator variable Z in the Appendix.
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Gibbs sampling [GG84] samples hidden variables from the posterior Pr(L|o, τ) by

drawing values for each taxon latent node Li from the full conditional distribution

Pr(Li|o, L−i, τ), where L−i denotes all ancestral nodes except Li. Since variables

Li+1:|L| are not necessary for sampling Li, they are temporarily marginalized out

from the full conditional distribution. The marginalization here is done e�ciently

using loopy belief propagation (LBP) [Pea88]. In fact because we only need the

posterior of a single internal node in each sampling iteration, it would be more

e�cient, if a variable elimination algorithm were used instead of LBP. The

marginalization reduces autocorrelation between latent variables, and thus results

in a faster convergence rate.

Unlike in Gibbs sampling, we only sample a single vector, l without any burn-

in phase, since this is often su�cient to estimate the expected counts, unless the

sequence length is very short. The idea of drawing a single sample vector for hidden

variables in the E step instead of computing the expectation is known as stochastic

EM [CD85], [TW87]. Theoretical and numerical results backing up the validity of

this stochastic variants of EM are presented in, e.g., [Nie00].

4.4 Structural M step

After sampling values for hidden variables in the E step, we obtain the pseudo-

complete taxon data {o, l̃}. Now we can learn the structure from the temporary

complete data based on the objective function

G(t+1) = arg max
G

EZ|o,l̃,θ(t),G(t) [logPr(o, l̃)] (11)

Even though learning Bayesian networks is NP-hard [CGH94], it is relatively

straight-forward to search for a reasonably good Bayesian network. Any Bayesian

network learning algorithm can be used here to infer the structure from the

pseudo-complete data. Currently we are using hill climbing search, where the

objective function requires estimating the parameters. Details are presented in the

Appendix.

However the hill climbing search that we use here is slightly di�erent from the pure

hill climbing in prior work, for example by Park et al. [PN12] and Yu et al.

[YDLN14]. In these work, the methods �rst start from a tree or network then add

reticulation edges to it and estimate parameters in the new candidate model. The
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modi�cation is only accepted if it increases the score and further modi�cations are

repeated until the score (which involves the observation likelihood) no longer

improves. Because these work search for partly observed models, which is a tricky

task, they cannot a�ord to expand the search space in order to avoid local optima,

for example by removing existing edges, accepting modi�cations that decrease the

optimized criteria, or making random restarts. Here we instead search for a fully

observed structure, which is much easier.

The structure search here is started from an empty graph (starting from the

current graph could speed up the search but might potentially end up getting a

local optimal structure), and it modi�es the structure by edge deletions, additions

and reversals. To prevent the limitation of hill climbing which often �nds local

optima rather than a global optimal solution, we accept modi�cations that

decrease the score if there are no other modi�cations that result in an

improvement. Readers should not be confused by the local optima issue here and

the one discussed in the next section. We also maintain a tabu list wherein we

record recently visited graph structures in order to prevent repeatedly visiting the

same structures. The details of the search is described in the pseudocode

Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Tabu structure search

Input: {o, l̃}: pseudo complete taxon data

Output: G∗: optimal structure inferred from {o, l̃}
G := empty graph

tabuList := ∅
while stopping conditions are not satis�ed do

candidates := neighbors(G)− tabuList
G∗ := arg maxScore(candidates)

tabuList.add(G∗)

if tabuList.size() > maxSize then

Remove tabuList.end()

end if

end while

return G∗

The �rst command in the while loop is a set operation that selects valid candidate
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graphs which are neighbors of the current graph G∗ but not in the tabu list. The

tabu list should hold at most maxSize elements. Currently we set maxSize = 10.

The stopping conditions can be the maximum number of iterations or the maximum

consecutive times that the score reduces (for simplicity we do not mention in the

pseudocode, but the state G∗ before the reducing should be returned instead in this

case). It takes a few minutes to search for a fully observed structure with less than

a hundred nodes using this algorithm. Other Bayesian network searching methods

such as [TBA06], [GMP11] could also be applied to scale the method up to the

problems involving hundreds of nodes.

4.5 Avoiding local optima and over�tting

As an EM-based algorithm, SSEM also shares the same limitation of regular EM

which is converging to a local optimum due to its greedy behavior. In the previous

section we describe the structure search in the M step of each EM iteration. Even if

it �nds the globally optimal structure given the pseudo-complete data (o, l̃), in the

outer loop, the EM iterations may end up in a local optimum where the pseudo-

observations sampled in the E step reinforce the current (locally optimal) structure

hypothesis. The stochastic EM algorithm is less prone to this problem than standard

EM (see [Nie00]), but when the problem is large enough, the issue still persists. We

therefore adopt the perturbation method in deterministic annealing EM by Ueda

and Nakano [UN98]. Each of the sampling distributions in Algorithm 1 is raised to

power β and renormalized after it is inferred by LBP so that the pseudo-observations

are drawn from a distribution proportional to

P(G(t),θ(t))(Li | l1:i−1, o)
β

where 1/β acts like a temperature parameter. The inverse temperature β should

be small at the beginning, so that the sampling distribution is close to uniform.

When β is increased, the distribution is perturbed less and it will approach the

unperturbed distribution as β → 1.

The search space is huge, so it is very di�cult for SSEM to converge to a good

structure, if we just start at a completely random structure or set the temperature

too high at the beginning. For that reason we initialize the structure as a simple

but relatively good phylogenetic tree like Neighbor-Joining [SN87] before SSEM

starts. On the other hand, the temperature parameter should not be too low as it
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might cause the local optimum issue. One limitation of the method, especially

when the analysis involves big data sets, is that it is quite tricky to know in

advance the optimal initial value β(1) and increasing strategy. Currently we

heuristically set β(1) = 0.6 ∼ 0.7 and β(t+1) = min{1.0, 1.05β(t)}. We suggest to try

several values of β(1) and increasing strategies and pick the best structure (based

on the score).

Moreover since the method is based on maximizing the likelihood, it is also prone

to over�tting unless some complexity regularization is performed. To do so, we

currently use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [Sch78] as the scoring

function in Eq. (11) which has the form

BIC(o,G) = logPr(o|G, θMLE)− |G|
2

logN, (12)

where |G| number of free parameters in model G, and N is the sample size. The

second term in the BIC score can be seen as a penalty. A more complex model

may give the data higher likelihood (the �rst term), but it is also penalized more,

thus reducing the tendency to over�t. When the underlying DNA substitution

model is Jukes-Cantor for example, the number of free parameters is the total

number of edges plus the number of hybrid nodes.

A full Bayesian approach in this case would marginalize out the parameters. In

other words, the objective function would involve the marginal likelihood, Pr(o) =∫
θ

∑
L Pr(o, L|θ)Pr(θ)dθ. Unfortunately this integral is intractable due to hidden

variables L, so a common approach is to approximate it using Monte Carlo methods.

The BIC score, on the other hand can be seen as a simpler and faster Laplace

approximation of this marginal distribution without constant terms that do not

scale up with the sample size N .

4.6 Approximate asymptotic correctness of SSEM

The appeals of SSEM are i) in the E step, sampling hidden variables is simpler

than computing the expectations exactly, and ii) topology search in the M step is

conducted on pseudo-complete data rather than the expected log-likelihood. Now

we will show that SSEM is asymptotically approximately correct. In other words

we will show that by performing the optimization of the model on the
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pseudo-complete data also asymptotically (with increasing the number of samples

of each latent variable) results in an improvement of the incomplete-data.

However, since we sample the pseudo-observations from an approximation of the

exact distribution obtained by loopy belief propagation, the result holds only

approximately even in the limit.

Let us consider the di�erence between the BIC scores on the observation of model

G(t+1) and G(t) given the observed data o,

BIC(o,G(t+1))−BIC(o,G(t)) = logPr(o, l̃|G(t+1))− logPr(l̃|o,G(t+1))− |G
(t+1)|
2

logN

−
[
logPr(o, l̃|G(t))− logPr(l̃|o,G(t))− |G

(t)|
2

logN

]
= BIC({o, l̃}, G(t+1))−BIC({o, l̃}, G(t))

+ logPr(l̃|o,G(t))− logPr(l̃|o,G(t+1))

In the last equality, it is obvious that BIC({o, l̃}, G(t+1)) ≥ BIC({o, l̃}, G(t)), since

the objective function in the M step is to choose model G(t+1) with the highest

BIC score on pseudo-complete data {o, l̃}. In fact because we use a heuristic

searching algorithm, it is not guaranteed that best structure is found. However as

long as G(t+1) improves the BIC score on the pseudo complete data, the condition

here still holds. In this situation SSEM behaves like generalized EM algorithm.

Recall that l̃ is sampled from Pr(L|o,G(t)) which is approximated by LBP. Despite

that in practice when applied on generic loopy networks, LBP is observed to deliver

very accurate approximation [MWJ99], it is not guaranteed that the results are

exact. To make the argument simpler, we assume that Pr(L|o,G(t)) is derived

exactly, and thus l̃ is sampled without bias. In fact in small or medium sized

problems, it is feasible to infer the distribution Pr(L|o,G(t)) exactly, for example by

junction tree [LS88]. Based on the consistency theorem of MLE by Wald [Wal49],

we have logPr(l̃|o,G(t)) ≥ logPr(l̃|o,G(t+1)), when the sample size N grows to

in�nity. Hence SSEM asymptotically increases the true objective function, Pr(o|G)

over iterations.
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4.7 Postprocessing of the network

To force the constraints in De�nition 2 on the structure search in the M step makes

the problem much more di�cult. We �nd that heuristic constrained searches often

give bad results, so the topology search that we are using currently is without the

constraints. Hence the structures obtained do not necessarily satisfy De�nition 2

of phylogenetic networks. To make it satisfy the de�nition, we apply the following

postprocessing steps after the algorithm has been terminated. These alterations are

also shown not to change the score of the found structure by a quantity that can be

made to vanish by letting ε > 0 in the rules below go towards zero the score of the

found structure.

1. Recursively remove all unlabeled terminal nodes.

2. Remove unlabeled nodes with out-degree of 1 and add edges from their parents

to children.

3. Each edge between two labeled nodes (A,B) with length τAB is replaced by

(x,A) with τxA = ε and (x,B) with τxB = τAB, where x is an internal node

and ε, and the parent of A should connect to x instead.

4. A sub-graph of an internal node x with more than two children, x1, x2, ..., is

replaced by a new sub-graph of internal node y with children x1 and x, and

x1 is removed from the children of x. Edge (y, x1) has the length ε. This rule

is applied recursively until x has at most two children.

We illustrate these alteration rules in Figs. 5 and 6. In those �gures, red shaded

nodes with alphabet labels are observed, while un-shaded nodes with digit labels

are hidden and edge lengths are also labeled. In the left structure in Figs. 5, node

2 is removed due to rule 1, and node 3 is removed because of rule 2. We will show

that both structures have the same likelihood. Because all other variables are

independent on the summation over node 2, we �push� the summation to the right

most factor of the factorized joint probability (by the underlying Bayesian

network) that contains the conditional probability of node 2 only, and compute it

�rst. It is obvious that this sum is always equal to 1, so node 2 can be safely

removed. Readers who are familiar with graphical probabilistic models can realize

that this technique is called variable elimination.
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Figure 5: Applying rules 1 and 2

Figure 6: Applying rules 3 and 4

For the second rule, recall that the conditional probability Pr(3|A,C) is the

weighted sum of conditional probabilities of each single parent. Hence node 3 can

be removed without changing the observation likelihood due to

Chapman-Kolmogorov equation in continuous time Markov chains,

Pr(B|A, τA3 + τ3B) =
∑

3 Pr(B|3, τ3B) · Pr(3|A, τA3).

In Figs. 6, edge (A,B) is corrected by adding internal node 2 (rule 3), while node 1

that has 3 children is �xed by adding internal node 3 (rule 4). The two structures

have the same likelihood because of Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and time

reversal property in CTMCs, pxy(τ) = pyx(τ).
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Figure 7: Left: The true phylogenetic network. Edge lengths (shown along the

edges) are drawn from an exponential distribution. Right: Ranks of the true network

as a function of sequences length using exact and approximate computations.

5 Experiments

To demonstrate the practical utility of the proposed method, we perform both

numerical and real data experiments.

5.1 Exact vs approximated likelihood: an illustration

We apply a procedure where we simulate DNA data with increasing sequence

length, N = 50, 100, 150, . . . , 500 for the terminal nodes of an arbitrary tree

structure following the JC model. We choose two terminal nodes in di�erent clades

and randomly mix the sequences to create a hybrid node, t4, which replaces the

two child nodes. The resulting phylogenetic network is shown in Fig. 7.

We then modify the true structure by adding and removing edges to obtain a

sample of 1000 incorrect topologies (including some duplicates). We rank these

1001 phylogenies by their BIC scores where instead of the pseudo-complete

likelihood Pr(o, l̃) we use the incomplete-data likelihood Pr(o) so that the scores

are comparable across di�erent networks. We compare the ranking performance

obtained by using an exact brute-force computation of the incomplete-data

likelihood and the LBP approximation. Since the problem size is small, the exact

computation takes about 2 seconds for the samples up to N = 500 using an

e�cient implementation. In the case of LBP, we use the identity
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Pr(o) = Pr(l̃, o)/Pr(l̃ | o) which holds for all l̃. The LBP approximation is about

6 times faster for small problems. Since the exact computation takes exponential

time in the number of latent variables, it quickly becomes useless in practice as the

problem size is increased, whereas the LBP method scales to much bigger

problems.

In Fig. 7, the ranks of the true phylogenetic network by both exact and approximate

inference are plotted against the sample size. In both methods the rank of the true

structure monotonically improves as the sequence length grows. The brute-force

method ranks the true structure higher for sequences up to 100 nucleotides but for

longer sequences the di�erences are generally very small.

5.2 Structure search on synthetic data

Still using the procedure presented above, we generate a data set of 2000

independent sites from a 15 taxon phylogenetic network. The data set is used to

test PhyloDAG and a recent related work by [YDLN14]. They provide the

implementation in PhyloNet4.

We use the standard maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic network inference in

PhyloNet, and give the best settings it requires. As suggested by the authors, a

tree by MrBayes [RH03] is used as the starting point for PhyloNet, even though

the Bayesian approach in the preprocessing is more sophisticated than the

standard ML approach in their main program. Also PhyloNet requires specifying

the number of reticulations, so we let it know the truth that there are two

hybridization events. Other settings of PhyloNet are set to default values. In

contrast our method, PhyloDAG just starts from a simple Neighbor-Joining (NJ)

tree [SN87], and does not know in advance the number of reticulation events.

Figure 8 shows the gold standard and the structure inferred by PhyloNet. In the

structure on the right, solid edges are from the backbone tree by MrBayes, which

is very good as MrBayes is one of the best phylogenetic trees learning methods

available. Due to the computational cost, PhyloNet can only add reticulation

edges and moving them around without modifying the existing structure. Hence if

4http://bioinfo.cs.rice.edu/phylonet
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Figure 8: Left: the true phylogenetic network. Right: MrBayes-PhyloNet

the input tree is not a sub-tree of the underlying phylogenetic network, then

PhyloNet will never �nd the optimal structure. In this experiment, despite of a

very good starting point, the two reticulation edges suggested by PhyloNet (in

dashed line) are incorrect. Yu et al. [YDLN14] test their method on data sets of 4

and 5 taxa, so maybe in this case when handling a bigger sized problem (but still

relatively small in practice), it fails to explore the search space.

In Fig. 9, there is the NJ tree which is used as the initial structure of PhyloDAG

and its inferred structure. We choose NJ because it is quite simple but somehow

good enough. Even though NJ is worse than MrBayes, the speeding-up techniques

we apply allows PhyloDAG to be able to expand the search space by removing

existing edges, accepting modi�cations that reduce the score, etc. Hence at the

end it still gives much better results. To compare the inferred structure by

PhyloDAG to the gold standard, readers should follow the taxa in di�erent

directions (clockwise vs counter-clockwise), but the direction does not matter in

the meaning of the graph. Except some minor di�erences like the incorrect rooting

(but still Markov equivalent to when moving the root to the correct location), or

the incorrect position of (t6, t7), PhyloDAG almost infers the structure correctly.

In particular the two hybridization events are correctly identi�ed.

The test is done on an 3.4 GHz 8 core CPU computer running Windows 7 with 16

GB of memory, but PhyloDAG only uses only a core. PhyloNet is parallelized, but

by default it only runs on a single core. Moreover our method is implemented in R

and Rcpp, while PhyloNet is written in Java, so it is hard to have a fair comparison

in their performance. For this data set, it takes 12 SSEM iterations which is more
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than 2 minutes for PhyloDAG (and NJ) to infer the network structure from the data.

PhyloNet needs around 5 hours to do so (excluding the running time of MrBayes).

It is worth to notice that their model is di�erent than ours, nevertheless the huge

gain in PhyloDAG's performance can only be properly explained by the fact that

PhyloDAG does the structure search on pseudo-complete data.

5.3 Real data experiments

5.3.1 Biological data

We test PhyloDAG on a real data set �Feliner�5. This is one of a few data sets

where the underlying phylogenetic network is at least partially known, since they

result from an arti�cial hybridization of Armeria plants in a greenhouse [ARNF99].

The data contains a number of Armeria villosa ssp. longiaristata (VIL) and

Armeria colorata (COL) plants. The specimens VIL#58/120 and COL#11/12

were crossed to create a hybrid generation labelled F1. We selected a subset of the

original data set involving arti�cial hybridization to make the interpretation easier.

We encode polymorphic sites as pairs of nucleotides (for example W is encoded as

AT; see the original paper for details). The total sequence length is 626 nucleotides

after the preprocessing. The problem is made hard by the fact that all the

sequences are very similar to each other: they di�er at not more than 10 sites.

Figure 10 shows the result of PhyloDAG on seven sequences from the Feliner data.

5www.rjr-productions.org/Database.html
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Figure 10: PhyloDAG network for Feliner. The inferred root node is indicated by

a red dot. The network correctly shows the hybrid ancestry of the FI family as a

reticulation pattern combining the VIL and COL groups.

The network groups the COL and VIL families correctly and includes a reticulation

edge correctly identifying the hybrid ancestry of the F1 family. The edge lengths are

compatible with the observation that the F1 sequences are very close to the COL

sequences (about 4�5 di�erences) and somewhat less close to the VIL sequences

(about 7�10 di�erences).

5.3.2 Textual data

As mentioned earlier, our method also aims to solve stemmatogy problems. Here

we test the method on data set �Heinrichi�6. The underlying network structure is

known since the experiment is performed by letting volunteers copy a text [RH09].

Both true underlying structure and inferred structure are presented in Fig. 11. The

true structure is multifurcating rather than bifurcating like in the de�nition 2, and

contains 5 contamination events. SSEM only detects a contamination at node �Ca�.

We use average sign similarity [RH09] to measure the distance between the two

phylogenies. The details of the measure is described in the appendix. This inferred

6http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/ttonteri/casc/data.html
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structure is 77% similar to the underlying structure. This result is slightly better

than the best method have been tested7.
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Figure 11: Top: the true phylogenetic network. Bottom: the inferred network

7http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/ttonteri/casc/results.html
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6 Conclusions

We present a new method, PhyloDAG, for constructing likelihood-based

phylogenetic networks from sequence data. The method is a variation of EM

algorithm called stochastic structural EM, where i) in the E step, latent variables

are sampled instead of computing exact expectations, since sampling is easier ii)

the graph structure is treated as a parameter to be optimized on pseudo-complete

data in the M step, where the pseudo-complete data is available. The combination

of these techniques can speed up the phylogenetic inference signi�cantly compared

to the state-of-the-art methods. Hence it makes maximum likelihood phylogenetic

network inference more feasible in practice. We also presented simulation and real

data studies to demonstrate the accuracy of the method numerically.

Here we use BIC as the scoring function. In future work, we plan to extend our

work to a fully Bayesian approach, where BIC can be seen as an approximation

of it. In Bayesian model selection, the marginal likelihood should be used as the

objective function instead. Most if not all of existing work in Bayesian phylogenetic

tree inference relies on MCMC methods to deal with the intractable integral in the

marginal likelihood caused by latent variables. While MCMC is unbiased, their

convergence rate is often slow. EM-like variational methods such variational Bayes

[BG03, TNW06] are good alternatives to MCMC, because the computation required

is about the same to that of regular EM algorithm, but the approximation is often

more accurate than BIC and comparable to Monte Carlo methods in practice. Large

scale experiments with real and simulated data will be required to assess the real

bene�ts of the approach.
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Appendix A

Estimating parameters

Here we estimate inheritance rates and branch lengths under the Jukes-Cantor

model, but other DNA models can be generalized easily.

Branch to a regular tree node (with only one parent)

If node Xi has only one parent Xj, then local log-likelihood of node Xi is

l(Xi) = log

[
pUi

(
1− p

3

)N−Ui

]
= Ui log p+ (N − Ui) log

1− p
3

, (13)

where p = pxx(τij) = Pr(Xi = x|Xj = x) is the probability that Xi has the same

value x with its parent Xj, τij is the branch length of edge (Xi, Xj), and Ui is the

number of sites where Xi has the same value with Xj, which can be obtained easily

from the pseudo complete data. We take the �rst derivative of its log-likelihood in

Eq. (13) with respect to p

∂ logUi log p+ (N − Ui) log 1−p
3

∂p
=
Ui
p
− N − Ui

1− p

By setting the �rst derivative to zero, we obtain the optimal value for p by MLE

p̂ =
Ui
N

Finally, we obtain τij from p̂ by

1

4
+

3

4
exp(−τij) = p̂

⇔τij = − log

(
4p̂− 1

3

)
(14)

Branch to a reticulation node (with two parents)

In case Xi has two parents Xj and Xk, let τij, τik be the branch lengths of (Xj, Xi)

and (Xk, Xi) respectively. Denote wj and wk the inheritance rate of Xj and Xk



respectively. In the �rst approach, Z is marginalized out completely, so the log-

likelihood of Xi is

l(Xi) = Ni1 log(wjpj + w2pk) +Ni2 log[wj(1− pj) + wk(1− pk)]

+Ni3 log[wjpj + wk(1− pk)] +Ni4 log[wjpj + wk(1− pk)], (15)

where pj = pxx(τij) = [1
4

+ 3
4

exp(−τij)], and pk = [1
4

+ 3
4

exp(−τik)]. The MLE of

parameters {τ, w} can be optimized directly using a generic optimization technique

(like gradient ascent, Newton's method, L-BFGS-B algorithm, Brent's method,

etc.) on Eq. (15).

In the second approach to estimate parameters, we maintain an indicator variable

Z in the mixture model. Because the structure can be changed, applying stochastic

EM on Z is not helpful. In other words sampled values of Z in the current structure

are not useful to estimate parameters in a new structure as new reticulation edges

might not be in the current structure. Moreover when Z changes the value, the

structure also changes, so we need to run inference algorithm on 2r tree structures,

where r is the number of reticulation in a network. To avoid the computational

cost, we temporary marginalize out Z to sample ancestral nodes in the network,

then compute the posterior of Z given pseudo complete data. The expected pseudo

complete log-likelihood at X with respect to Pr(Z|o, l̃, θ(t), G(t)) is

Q̃Xi
(t+ 1|t) =

N∑
j=1

∑
z∈{Xj ,Xk}

qj,z log{p
uizj
z [(1− pz)/3]1−uizjwz},

where qj,z = Pr(zj|oj, l̃j, θ(t), G(t)) ∝ Pr(zj, oj, l̃j|θ(t), G(t)), the superscript j is the

site index. In order to search for a new structure, we need all pairwise q between

node Xi and its potential parent. If in the current structure, a node is not directly

connected to its potential parent, then their branch length is the total lengths of a

path between them (this is justi�ed by Chapman-Kolmogorov equation). The

inheritance weight of the potential parent is the product of weights associating to

edges along the path between them (edges to regular tree nodes have weight 1).

uizj is a function on pseudo-complete data that returns value 1 if X1 and its parent

at site j indicated by Zj, Pazj have the same value, and returns value 0, otherwise.

pz = Pr(Xi = x|Paz = x) = 1
4

+ 3
4

exp(−τiz).

The conditional probability of Xi given its parent Paz, p̂z is estimated by �rst taking



the �rst derivative of Q̃Xi
(t+ 1|t) with respect to pz:

∂Q̃Xi
(t+ 1|t)
∂pz

=
∑
j

qj,z

(
uizj
pz
−

1− uizj
1− pz

)

=

∑
j qj,zuizj
pz

−
∑

j qj,z(1− uizj)
1− pz

Then setting the derivative to zero yields p̂z =
∑

j qj,zuizj∑
j qj,z

. Similarly the branch

length τ̂iz is derived using Eq. (14).

Estimating wz is slightly trickier, since we have to also satisfy the constrain
∑

z ŵz =

1. The optimization with constrains can be done by Lagrange multipliers. Let f(x)

be the function to be optimized, and g(x) = 0 be the constraint. This technique is

based on the observation that at the constrained optimum x∗, we have ∇f(x∗) =

λ∇g(x∗), where λ is the scalar. In other words, the gradient of f(x∗) and g(x∗)

(tangent vectors) overlap each other. Thus we instead maximize the term below

with respect to wz and λ

FXi
(wz, λ) = Q̃Xi

(t+ 1|t)− λ(
∑
z

wz − 1)

Taking the �rst derivative of FXi
(wz, λ) with respect to wz yields

∂FXi
(wz, λ)

∂wz
=

∑
j qj,z

wz
− λ

And similarly
∂FXi

(wz, λ)

∂λ
= 1−

∑
z

wz

Setting them to zeros, we have the following system of equationswz =
∑

j qj,z

λ∑
z wz = 1

Because
∑

z qj,z = 1 for any j ∈ [1, N ], it is obvious that when λ = N , these

equations hold.

Average sign similarity

For each pair of labeled nodes A and B in an undirected phylogeny (a directed graph

needs to be converted into an undirected one), let d(A,B) be the total number of



edges along the shortest path between them. For any ordered triplet of distinct

labeled nodes A, B, C, that appear in two the phylogenetic networks (or trees), G1

and G2, we have the triplet index

u(A,B,C) = 1−1

2

∣∣sgn[dG1(A,B)− dG2(A,B)]− sgn[dG1(A,C)− dG2(A,C)]
∣∣,

where | · | is the absolute function and sgn(·) is the sign function, which is de�ned

as

sgn(x) =


1 if x > 0

0 if x = 0

−1 if x < 0

The average sign similarity between G1 and G2 is the average triplet index over all

the distinct ordered triplets of labeled nodes.


